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Abstract. As to solve the issues of insufficient training data and initial parameters sensitive in
existing protocol anomaly detection based on hidden Markov model, presenting a new protocol
anomaly detection method based on improved genetic algorithm and hidden Markov model. First,
the local competitive selection strategy, arithmetic crossover and adaptive non-uniform mutation
operator were used to improve the genetic algorithm, in order to avoid the "premature" and
"stagnation" problem in traditional genetic algorithm; then, the improved genetic algorithm was
recommended to optimize the initial parameters of hidden Markov model to avoid the initial model
parameters sensitive issue; and finally, the keyword and keyword interval were taken as training
observations, describe the behavior of protocol details to expand the training sample space.
Experimental results on DARPA 1999 data set show that the method has a high detection rate and
low false alarm rate.
Introduction
Protocol anomaly detection [1][2] is the new technologies of anomaly detection [3][4]. it
construct model based on the high degree rule and hierarchical of protocol. Since the protocol
behavior is highly normative and invariant, the anomaly detection based on protocol can get higher
detection rate and accuracy than conventional method. It has become a new hotspot in anomaly
detection field.
Currently, the protocol anomaly detection techniques mainly can be divided into two methods:
one is based on finite state machine; the other is based on Markov Model. The method based on
finite state machine describes the normal protocol behavior by the status of protocol transfer process.
All the behavior do not meet the state transition process will be treat as abnormal. Yoo[5] treats the
protocol behavior which does not meet the protocol state transitions as abnormal by constructing
TCP state machine. This method can visually display the protocol anomaly detection process, but
the detection efficiency is not ideal. The Markov Model analysis protocol behavior through the flag
sequence which is acquired in network stream. Bailin Xie[6] takes the different user's behavior as
different model states based on the key sequence of protocol. Training the Half Hidden Markov
Model for normal behaviors and the behavior deviate from the model is judged as abnormal. It
achieves some certain results. However, the assumption of the initial state number is unfounded,
different states setting will produce different results. Zhao[8] takes the quantization flag of TCP
protocol as the observation sequence, and detects abnormal behavior based on the Hidden Markov
Model. It gets high detection efficiency and accuracy. But the space of training observations sample
is too small, and does not take the sensitive issue of model initial parameters into consideration. It
would affect the detection efficiency and accuracy of the results seriously.
As to solve these problems, this paper proposes a new protocol anomaly detection method based
on optimized Hidden Markov Model. First, the local competitive selection strategy, new arithmetic
crossover and adaptive non-uniform mutation operator are used to improve the existing genetic
operator, avoiding the local minima and convergence slow problem in traditional Genetic
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Algorithm. Then, the improved genetic algorithm is taken into HMM to solve the sensitivity issue
of initial parameter. Finally, the keywords and keyword Interval of protocol are acted as training
observed value, expanding the training samples space and describing the feature of protocol
behavior more detail. Experimental results show, this method has higher detection rate and lower
false alarm rate compared with conventional method based on HMM.
Related Theory
Hidden Markov Model
The Hidden Markov Model[9][10] is a doubly stochastic process developed on the basis of
Markov Chain. It contains hidden and observing states, and it is a probability model can
parameterize the statistical properties of stochastic processes. The Hidden Markov Model can be
represented by a quintuple λ ( N , M , A, B, π ) . Among them, N is the number of hidden model. M is
π i P=
(mt si ) , mt is the
the number of observed variables. π is the initial state distribution matrix,=
implicit state of model at time t . A( A = aij ) is the transition probability matrix,
N
=
mt s=
si
j , mt −1
1 ,it represents the probability of transfer
a=
P(m=t s j | mt=
s=
P(
) , wherein aij ≥ 0, ∑ aij =
−1
ij
i)
mt −1 = si
j =1

state s j at time t when the model in state si at previous time t − 1 . B( B = bij ) is the distribution
probability matrix of observations events under the order of all hidden states.
bij =
P(O =
o j | mt =
si ), i ∈ [1,2 N ], j ∈ [1,2 M ] ,it is the probability of observed variable o j when the model is in
a hidden state si .
Genetic Algorithms
The Genetic Algorithm[11] is a global optimization algorithm proposed by J.Holland and his
students in 1975. It has good parallelism and global optimization capability. It can adaptively adjust
the search path according to the objective function and optimize the search results. As the Genetic
Algorithm is simple and easily operation, it is widely used in combinatorial optimization, pattern
recognition and automatic control. The Genetic Algorithm mainly consists of the following three
actions:
a. Choose. It can choose the most appropriate individuals to adapt to the environment for
breeding the next generation based on the selection criteria. It will ensure the best genes can be
inherited.
b. Cross. Selecting the different individual to interact gene and generate new individuals by
simulating the evolutionary process. It can ensure the conduction of algorithm.
c. Variation. Performing the corresponding variation of individual genes to produce a new
generation by simulating the evolution process. It can guarantee the diversity of individual.
Protocol anomaly detection based on optimized Hidden Markov Model
There are two protocol states when users communication with protocol, one is the observation
state which can be directly obtain from protocol packets, the other is user’s hidden behavior states.
The two states do not get a one to one relationship. The HMM is a double random process, and can
describe the association relationship between these two states well. It can detect the protocol
abnormal behavior effectively.
The existing protocol anomaly detection methods based on the HMM use the protocol packet
header flag as observations sample to train the model. But its observations space is limited, and
cannot describe all the protocol behavior. Therefore, this paper takes the keywords and keywords
intervals as the observations feature value. And the observations sample space can be extended. The
keywords include protocol request commands and response state codes which can reflect the user
communication interactions. Such as the keyword of FTP protocol is composed by commands codes
USER, PASS, QUIT and response codes 120,211,350,451 and other components. Users’ behave can
be represented by different keywords sequences when using differently protocol to communicate.
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However, the frequency of keywords is also different when using the same protocol for different
activities. Namely the interval time between keywords is different. As to describe the interaction of
protocol more detailed, this paper takes the <keywords, interval> attributes as the observation
feature value. Expanding the training sample space of HMM models and improving the
performance effectively. Furthermore, since the Baum-Welch algorithm of HMM in training, will
get different results with different initial input parameters. It will lead model sick into a local
optimum issue and drop the detection accuracy. But the initial parameters of existing HMM
algorithm are randomly generating, they are not suitable for acting as input parameters.
This paper combines the global optimization ability of Genetic Algorithm with HMM to solve
these problems. First, improving the genetic operator to avoid the easily converge of local minima
issue and slow convergence defects in traditional Genetic Algorithm. Then, taking advantage of
improved Genetic Algorithm adaptive ability to search the optimized initial input parameters after
multiple iterations with a randomly input parameters set. Finally, detecting the protocol anomaly
with the HMM model constructed by this paper.
The extraction of protocol packet feature
The network stream data need to be isolated into different protocol stream data before extracting
the feature of protocol packets. This paper takes advantage of the opinion of reference article [13],
using the regular expression to accelerate identification of application layer protocol, and improving
the matching speed to meet real-time analysis effectively. For convenience, the relational orderings
are defined as follows:
o
Definition 1 The observations i
oi =
< keywordsi , intervali > is the observation, wherein, keywordsi represents the i th protocol
keywords, intervali ∈ {0,1, 2} represents the interval between i th and i − 1 th keywords,
intervali ∈ {0,1, 2} and the units is second.
Definition 2 The observation sequence O
O is the observations sequence, and it is used to represent the visible symbol sequence of HMM.
This paper takes the observations attribute set<keywords, interval> as the training data for
model training. The observations extraction method is as follows: First, extracting the regular
expression pattern of protocol according to the RFC file. Then, the original stream data is
preprocessed and converted the matching engine NFA to DFA for identification the protocol data.
Finally, extract the keywords and keywords intervals of individual protocol data packets in one
connection conversation through WinDump tool. The result is the observations value oi and all
observations constitute the final observation sequence O .
Parameter optimization based on improved GA
Due to the sensitive of training algorithm Baum-Welch for different initial input parameters in
HMM, which would lead into a local optimum issue and affect the accuracy of detection results. By
combining with the global automatically search ability of Genetic Algorithm, we can get the
optimized initial input parameters of HMM after several iterations at a randomly input parameters
set. It can solve those problems effectively. However, there are some defects in the existing Genetic
Algorithm for the choice of selection, crossover and mutation operators. It will easily fall into local
optimum and get poor convergence rate. The existing selection method based on roulette is easy
lead the optimization process into a "premature" and "stagnation" state, badly impact the
convergence process. The fixed cross operator and mutation operator probability values cannot
guarantee offspring is better than their parent, leading the loss of good genes and decrease of
individual diversity. To solve these problems, this paper improves the genetic operator. The local
competitive selection strategy, new arithmetic crossover and adaptive non-uniform mutation
operator are used to improve the convergence rate. It will ensure optimal results effectively. Then,
the improved Genetic Algorithm is used for the initial parameter optimization of HMM to solve
sensitive issue of initial parameters in Baum-Welch algorithm. The state transition probability
matrix A , observation probability distribution matrix B and initial distribution matrix π will affect the
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result of HMM significantly, so this paper is focuses on the optimization of the three initial
parameters. The improved method and parameter optimization process is as follows:
(a) The selection of initial population
Due to different initial population size will get different optimal results, this paper found that
when the initial population M = 200 , it can get optimum results through the experiment.
(b) The coding of chromosome
1 . π is the initial state
A( A = aij ) is the hidden state transition matrix, wherein aij ≥ 0, ∑ aij =
N

j =1

N

distribution matrix and π i ≥ 0, ∑ π i =
1 . B( B = bij ) is the observations value distribution matrix
i =1

m

corresponding to the hidden state,

∑b
j =1

ij

= 1 and bij ∈ [0,1] . As to ensure the generating new individuals

will meet this condition, each new generation of individual parameters need to be normalized.
Different A , B and π are represented by a different chromosomes and use the real matrix to encode.
The first row
element of
matrix B

The first row The second
element of row element
of matrix A
matrix A

The second
row element
of matrix B

Fig.1. The initial parameter coding of HMM

(c) The determination of fitness function
The fitness function is the criteria of individual selection. It is important to guarantee the
accuracy of Genetic Algorithm results. In order to ensure the consistency with results optimization,
the objective function P(O / λ ) is used as the fitness function in HMM.
(d) The improvement of selection operator pi
The selection operator of Genetic Algorithm plays an oriented role in model. It directly related
to the quality of next generation and it is a crucial step in the algorithm. The existing roulette
selection method has two major drawbacks. First, in the early evolution, the high adaptation
individual will produce more offspring, the diversity of sample will gradually lose and get the
algorithm into a local optimum, resulting in "premature". Second, the evolution fitness value will be
similar in the late evolution, and the selection capability of algorithm become deteriorates, resulting
in "stagnation". In this paper, the local competitive selection strategy is used to select proper
individuals. It can reduce the complex of calculation and improve the algorithm efficiency by
competing between individuals. Local competition selection is a method that random choose
k individuals to compare, and the large fitness individual is selected as parent. The selection method
fully considers the size of individual fitness value by local comparison, and do not use the relative
ratio of the global fitness value. It can effectively avoid "premature" and "stagnation" issue in the
Genetic Algorithm.
(e) The Improvement of crossover pc
Crossover is the key to maintaining sample diversity of Genetic Algorithm. A good crossover
can generate a lot of new winning individual by recombination. It can improve the global search
ability and optimize search results. The existing fixed-based probability crossover operator cannot
guarantee offspring is better than parent, leading to the loss of good genes. This paper proposes a
new arithmetic crossover to solve these problems.
k +1
k
k
 X A = β X B + (1 − β ) X A
 k +1
k
k
 X B = β X A + (1 − β ) X B

k
A

(1)

and X represent the two parent of k th generation individuals, X Ak +1 and
k
B

Wherein, X
X are two new offspring, β is coefficients and β ∈ (0,1) .
(f) The improvement of mutation operator pm
k +1
B
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Mutation operator can increase the diversity of the sample by changing internal genes. It can
overcome the "premature" issue. The large scale mutation operators can effectively maintain the
diversity of the population in early evolution, but a small operator is able to improve the local
search ability of the algorithm in later stage. This paper proposed an adaptive non-uniform mutation
operator to improve mutation operator based on the above considerations.
(1−

k

)b

pm (k ) =
1− r N

r ∈ (0,1)

(2)
Wherein, k is the current iteration algebra, N is the maximum number of iterations, b is the
parameters of the system, and r is a random number.
(i) The termination condition
In this paper, the maximum evolution generation N is the termination condition. We know the
experiment results tend to optimum from the experiment when N = 150 .
(j)When the algorithm reaches the termination condition, the output result will be the optimal
initial parameters of HMM. Otherwise, returning to continue the search.
Model Training
This paper takes advantages of improved Genetic Algorithm adaptive search ability to get the
best result in a randomly input parameters set. And the result is act as the optimal initial parameters
of HMM. It can get better training model. The optimal initial parameters λ0 ( N , M , A, B, π ) of HMM
are as follows:
a. The state space S . S are user hidden states of HMM. Because the data of anomaly detection
model is the normal data, so the hidden state can be represented by normal state. But in order to
ensure the completeness of state space, this paper introduces an unknown state as another hidden
state. So the two states can be represented by S = {s1 , s2 } ;
b. The initial distribution matrix π . π = {π 1 ,π 2 } , in initial state, the probability of protocol
packet in a normal state is π 1 , and the probability of an unknown state is π 2 ;
c. The implicit state transition probability matrix A . After optimization of improved Genetic
 a11 a12 
 . a11 is the probability of protocol state
a21 a22 

Algorithm, we obtained the optimal matrix A = 

transfer from normal to normal. a12 is probability of protocol state transfer from normal to an
unknown state.
< keywordsi , intervali > and M is the total
d. The observations set is O = (o1o2  oM ) , wherein, oi =
number of observed value.
e. B( B = bij ) is the observation probability distribution matrix. It represents the probability that
all the observations made in the normal or unknown state and it is 2 × M order matrix.
b b  b1M 
B =  11 12
 is the optimal initial matrix under the optimization of Genetic Algorithm.
b21 b22  b2 M 

b11 represents the probability of o1 under normal state, b21 is the probability under an unknown state.
The Baum-Welch algorithm is used to train HMM after the determination of initial parameters λ0 .

The Baum-Welch algorithm is an iterative algorithm with former probability α t (i ) and backward
probability βt (i ) . Wherein, α t (i ) is the probability of implied state si under the observation
=
(o1o2  ot , St si / λ ) . βt (i ) is the
sequence o1o2  ot when the model is determined
and α t (i ) P=
si
probability
of
implied
state
under
the
observation
sequence
ot +1ot + 2  oT =
βt (i ) P=
(ot +1ot + 2  oT / St si , λ )
and
.
In
addition,
we
define
variables χt (i, j ) and γ t (i ) . χt (i, j ) is the probability of model when the hidden state is s j at time t + 1
and the hidden state is si at time t . γ t (i ) is the probability of model when the hidden state is s j at time
t . Wherein ,
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χt (=
i, j ) P=
St +1 s j / O=
( St si ,=
, λ)

ab
t (i ) aij b jot +1 t +1 ( j )

(3)

M M

∑∑ab
t (i ) aij b jot +1 t +1 ( j )

=i 1 =j 1

α (i)βt (i)
(St si / O=
, λ) t =
γ=
t (i ) P=
P(O / λ )

α t (i)βt (i)
=
M
i
(
)
α
β
∑ t t (i)

M

∑ χ (i, j)
j =1

(4)

t

i =1

M

γ t (i ) = ∑ χt (i, j )

(5)

j =1

According to the above formula, we can get the revaluation parameter λ =（A,B,π）.
(6)
π i = γ t (i )
T −1

aij =

∑ χ (i, j )
t

t =1
T −1

∑ γ (i)
t

t =1

T

b jk =

(7)

∑γ
t =1

t

( j ) ∗ σ (ot ,υk )
T

∑γ
t =1

t

( j)

x, y ) 1=
x y
 σ (=
x≠ y
( x, y ) 0
σ =

wherein， σ (ot ,υk ) = 

(8)

After the iteration, comparing P(O / λ ) with the original one. If P(O / λ ) ≤ P(O / λ ) , stop the
algorithm and output the parameters. Otherwise, continue iterating until convergence
with λ replace λ . Since α t (i )[α t (i ) ≤ 1]and βt (i )[ βt (i ) ≤ 1] involve multiplied many times in iterative
process. The recursive value will become increasingly smaller, even close to zero along with
t increase. It is the underflow problems. In order to avoid this problem, we use the following
formula to normalize for the results of each iteration, and the normalized results are treat as the
input of next iteration.
M

αˆt (i ) = α t (i ) / ∑ α t (i )

(9)

i =1
M

βˆt (i ) = βt (i ) / ∑ βt (i )

(10)

i =1

Anomaly Detection
In this paper, we detect application layer protocol anomaly based on improved Genetic
Algorithm and HMM. We construct a corresponding HMM model for each protocol based on the
separation protocol packets. The observation sequence O = {o1o2  ot } is generated after data
pretreatment. Then the Forward Algorithm[14] is used to calculate the value of corresponding
model P(O / λ ) . And the preset threshold P is the criterion to detect anomaly. When P(O / λ ) ≥ P , the
current behavior is determined as normal, and the data will be added into training data for model
updating. Otherwise, it is judged to be abnormal and give an alarm. Because there are normal data
in model training, the smaller the P(O / λ ) is, the bigger the exceptions possibility is. As to ensure the
different observation sequences of different lengths are comparable, the equation eight is used to
normalization. The specific detection process is as follows:
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Fig.2. The framework of protocol anomaly detection

Experiments and results analysis
In order to verify the validity of the method, this paper does experiment on the data set of
DARPA 1999 [17]. The DARPA 1999 data set is the benchmark assessment data which is widely
used in the field of intrusion detection. There are five categories and 58 kinds of typical attacks data,
including Probe, DOS, R2L, U2R and DATA. In the five weeks simulation data, the first and third
week data without attacking are acted as training data, and the fourth and fifth week data are treated
as test data. What more, we only detect the HTTP and FTP protocol behavior respectively.
As to describe the validity of this method better, we compare our method with the method of
literature[2] which is based on HMM. And false alarm rate, detection rate and false negative rate are
used as the testing criteria, which are defined as follows:
TF
(11)
TN + TF
FN
(12)
RT =
FT + FN
FT
(13)
RT =
FT + FN
Wherein, TN are the normal data which are detected as normal. FN are abnormal data which
RF =

are detected as abnormal. TF are the normal data which are false detected as abnormal. FT are
abnormal data which are missed detected as normal.
This paper detects the HTTP and FTP model by adjusting the detection threshold P , the
experiment results are as follows:
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rate and false negatives rate with
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As the experiment results show, the false alarm rate will increase with the addition of threshold
value, but the false negative rate will increase in both HTTP and FTP model. That is because the
models will judged more normal behavior as abnormal with the increase of the value P , which will
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lead the addition of false positive rate. And the abnormal behavior was missed detected, leading the
reduction of false negative rate. For the HTTP model, when the threshold P = 0.6, the false
positives and false negatives can be maintained at an ideal interval. But for FTP model, when the
threshold P = 0.7, the false positives and false negatives can be maintained at a more realistic range.
According to experiment results, the threshold of HTTP model is set as 0.6 and the threshold of
FTP model is set as 0.7.The detection results of our method compare with classical method based
on HMM are as follows:
Table 1 The comparison results of different methods
Detection model
Data model Detection criteria
FTP
HTTP

Detection rate
False positive
Detection rate
False positive

Improved HMM HMM
93.67%
4.7%
97.8
3.2%

85.37%
8.4%
90.1%
4.6%

From the above results, the detection rate, false positive rate and false negative rate of our
method has improved compared with the traditional HMM. So the expansion of the sample space
and optimize the initial parameters can improve the performance of HMM. And the performance of
HTTP model is better than FTP model. Because the training data of HTTP is more than FTP in
training process. It shows that the model has a certain dependence on the completeness of the
training data.
Conclusion
The protocol anomaly detection has become a new hot in detection research. This paper proposes
a protocol anomaly detection method based on improved genetic algorithm and HMM. We raise the
Genetic Algorithm convergence speed and global optimal performance by improving the existing
Genetic Algorithm selection, crossover and mutation operators. Solving the initial parameters
sensitive issue of HMM through optimize the initial parameters with improved Genetic Algorithm.
Finally, the experiments on DARPA 1999 verify the validity and reliability of this method.
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